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ABSTRACT 

This paper reports on the commencement of a research project into the adoption of agile soft-

ware development and agile software project management methods and approaches in uni-
versities in Thailand. A preliminary survey, by interviews, of 12 universities in Thailand, includ-

ing some of the universities considered to be in the Top 5 IT universities in Thailand, was un-

dertaken during June, 2007.  Interviews with staff, the presentation of seminars and classes to 
both undergraduate and post-graduate students, as well as academic staff, were undertaken 

during this period. Survey questionnaires were given to both staff and students, and a website 

with these questionnaires has been created. Responses to these questionnaires have yet to be 
received at this early stage of the survey project.  This paper narrates some of the experience 

of the authors in conducting the interviews and seminars, and reports on the 'state of play' in 

those universities in regard to the adoption of agile software development and agile software 
project management methods and approaches in curriculum, and the knowledge base of IS / 

IT and C/S academic staff of this subject matter. 

Keywords: agile software development, computer science curriculum, information systems 
curriculum. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During June, 2007, an extensive tour of uni-
versities in Central, Eastern and Northern 

Thailand, was undertaken, with the intention 
of finding out the level of interest in and 
knowledge of agile software development 
methods, and agile project management 
methods, amongst Thai university academics 
who teach in the areas of Information Sys-

tems, Information Technology and Computer 
Science, especially those who teach software 
development methods, systems analysis 

methods and software project management. 

This study is part of a substantially larger 
research project in to the adoption and use 
of agile development methods, in Thailand, 
and subsequently in China and Australia. 
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Twelve prominent universities were visited, 
in Mahasarakham and Khon Kaen in the east 
of Thailand, Chiang Mai, Uttaradit and Phit-
sanulok in the Central-North, and Bangkok. 

Seminars and classes were presented to un-
dergraduate and post-graduate (Masters and 
PhD) students, and academic staff, at most 
of these universities. In-depth interviews 
were conducted with academic staff to as-
certain their personal level of knowledge and 
interest in the subject, and also to ascertain 

the adoption of these methods in appropri-
ate curriculum in undergraduate and post-
graduate courses. 

This followed a period of 4 months during 
2006 when I was teaching at a major uni-
versity in Thailand, in Phitsanulok, a small 

provincial city about 375 kilometres north of 
Bangkok. That university is considered to be 
one of the major universities in Thailand, 
and probably the leading provincial univer-
sity in Thailand. 

Motivation for the Study 

The motivation for this study is that the sub-

ject of agile software development, and agile 
project management now has sufficient sup-
port in the published literature, and pub-
lished research attesting to the superior ef-
fectiveness of these methods, that it seems 
to be an important topic in the software de-
velopment knowledge domain, and therefore 

an essential topic to be included in computer 
science and information systems curriculum 
at universities and colleges. Yet that does 
not seem to be the case. This study is the 
commencement of a research activity in-
tended, in part, to clarify the position in 

Thailand, with an intention to encourage and 
promote this. 

Support for this claim of superior effective-
ness, and use, is found, inter alia, in Ambler 
(2007), Evans (2006), Shine Technologies 
(2002), Taylor (2001), Solon (2002), Ver-
sionOne (2007) and James Martin (1991) 

who stated “RAD has been demonstrated … 
to be so superior to traditional development 
that it seems irresponsible to continue to 
develop systems the old way …". 

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF AGILE AND 

LEAN DEVELOPMENT 

The Agile Manifesto (Agile Manifesto, 2007) 

states the following guiding principles: 

 

We are uncovering better ways of developing 

software by doing it and helping others do it. 
Through this work we have come to value: 

� Individuals and interactions over proc-
esses and tools 

� Working software over comprehensive 
documentation  

� Customer collaboration over contract ne-
gotiation  

� Responding to change over following a 
plan 

That is, while there is value in the items on 
the right, we value the items on the left more. 

According to Evans (2002), the essential dif-
ference between the traditional approaches 

to systems development and the agile ap-

proaches is the difference between planned 
iteration and the unplanned rework so com-

mon in waterfall-based projects. With the 

traditional approach, adherence to the pre-
scribed software process is considered the 

major determinant of success. With the agile 

approach, adaptation toward achieving the 
end-goal – working software – is the major 

factor in success. 

This table, taken from Evans (op.cit) sum-
marizes some “contrasts between these re-

markably different approaches.” 

 Waterfall Agile 

Guiding 
metaphor 

Manufacturing 
/Engineering 

Organic 
/Emergent 

Focus Documenta-
tion, Schedule 

People, Working 
Code 

Dynamic 
structure 

Cause and 

Effect, Pre-
ventive Ap-
proach 

Chaordic (Or-

dered Chaos), 
Adaptive Ap-
proach 

 

Embrace Change 

If there is one guiding principle of agile de-
velopment, it is “Embrace Change’. This im-
plies the acceptance of the fact that re-
quirements in detail cannot properly, com-
prehensively or accurately be defined at the 
beginning of the project (the “Big Bang” ap-
proach, or the Big Design Up Front (BDUF) 

approach (Ambler, 2003a), and are almost 
certainly subject to change in extended pe-
riod projects. To quote Highsmith (in Orr, 
2002) “By the time a three-year project de-
livers its first working versions, many of the 
users have forgotten what they agreed on in 
year one or have moved on so that the peo-

ple who have to work with the system have 
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little or no idea what it was developed for. 
One thing is certain, though, if a project 
takes three years to implement, you can be 
sure that the requirements will be at least 

two years out of date by the time it comes 
into existence. 

Specific definitions of agile development 
have been attempted by Mahanti (2006: 197) 
as “a departure from plan-driven traditional 
approaches, where the focus is on generat-
ing early releases of working software using 

collaborative techniques, code refactoring, 
and on-site customer involvement”. And 
Melnik and Maurer (2005: 481) as “human 
centric bodies of practices and guidelines for 
building usable software in unpredictable, 
highly-volatile environments”. Software de-

velopment projects are considered to be an 
unpredictable and highly volatile environ-
ment. 
For the purpose of this discussion, a defini-
tion of Agile and Lean development is  “A 
software development method is said to be 
an agile software development method when 

a method is people focused, communica-
tions-oriented, flexible (ready to adapt to 
expected or unexpected change at any time), 
speedy (encourages rapid and iterative de-
velopment of the product in small releases), 
lean (focuses on shortening timeframe and 
cost and on improved quality), responsive 

(reacts appropriately to expected and unex-
pected changes), and learning (focuses on 
improvement during and after product de-
velopment)” (Qumer &  Henderson-Sellers, 
2007). 

So, for a software development activity to be 

agile, it should encompass practices that can 
be variously described as: 

• People Focused: (1) Collaborative: collabo-
ration between developers and clients is 
continuous and continual.. (2) Self-
Organising and Self-Managing Teams: Sig-
nificant responsibility is handed to the 

team members, rather than the Project 
Manager, to decide on the work to be done 
next, in an iteration. 

• Empirical and Adaptive: Project manage-
ment practices that have been published to 
support ‘agile development’ practices are 
described as ‘empirical’,  ‘adaptive’, ‘evolu-

tionary’ or ‘experiential’ rather than ‘pre-
scriptive’, or ‘pre-planned’. 

• Iterative: Development is achieved through 
a series of short iterations each of which 

produces a useable enhancement to the 
system. 

• Incremental: Development is achieved 
through a series of delivered increments to 

the system, each of which produces a fully 
developed, fully tested and certified extra 
feature or component of the system.  

• Evolutionary: the system grows in size, the 
requirements in detail are continuously 
discovered, and are continually emergent 
during the development period. 

• Just-in-Time Requirements Elicitation: Re-
quirements are stated in detail ‘just in 
time’ to develop them, in the iteration in 
which those requirements will be imple-
mented. 

• Knowledge-Based: Development activity is 

decided upon by the knowledgeable, self-
managing members of the team, with con-
tinual knowledge sharing about the prod-
uct, the technology and the progress of the 
project. 

Agile Development Methods and Ap-

proaches 

A number of agile development methods and 
approaches have been published. These in-
clude: 

• EVO www.xs4all.nl/~nrm/EvoPrinc/, (Gilb, 
1988). 

• Spiral Model (Boehm, 1986, 1988). 

• Extreme Programming 

(www.xprogramming.com/xpmag/whatisxp
.htm), (Beck, 2004) 

• Scrum (www.controlchaos.com), (Schwa-
ber & Beedle, 2001)  

• Crystal 
(alistair.cockburn.us/index.php/Crystal_me

thodologies_main_foyer)  (Cockburn, 
2003, 2004) 

• Function Driven Development (FDD) 
(www.featuredrivendevelopment.com/) , 
(Palmer & Felsing (2002) 

• Dynamic Systems Development Method 
(DSDM) (www.dsdm.org/), (Stapleton, 

2003) 

• Lean Software Development 
(www.poppendieck.com/), (Poppendieck & 
Poppendieck 2003, 2006) 

• Agile Unified Process 
(www.ambysoft.com/unifiedprocess/agileU
P.html), (Alhir, 2005) 
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• Agile Data Modelling Method 
(www.agiledata.org/). 

• Rational Unified Process (RUP) (www-
306.ibm.com/ software/rational/), 

ootips.org/rup.html  

A recent industry survey indicated that 
Scrum was the predominant agile method in 

use, being applied in 37% of organisations 

that were using an agile approach in their 
development activity (VersionOne & APLN, 

2007). This survey had over 1680 respon-

dents from 71 different countries.  

3.COMPUTER EDUCATION IN THAILAND. 

It was apparent from observations of cur-
riculum and courses in 12 different universi-
ties in Thailand, that, in general, courses 
that are variously called Information Sys-
tems, Information Technology, Computer 
Science, Business Computing, are offering  
contemporary and relevant, and often 

imaginative, subject matter. For example, 
one eastern university (Mahasarakham Uni-
versity) has a recently created Department 
of New Media, offering courses in computer 
graphics, 3D and 2D graphics design, and a 
special course in games development.  Gen-

erally there is a significant emphasis on 
Internet development, with some lecturers 
expert in SOA, XML, web services, and OO 
methods and programming featuring well in 
curriculum. Expert Systems and AI applica-
tions were also taught at one university. 

At least at that university, students do a first 

base-course year in general science, study-
ing mathematics, physics, biology, chemistry 
and statistics, and then three years of com-
puter-related studies. 

 

English Language Problem 

Problems encountered were specifically re-

lated to the problem of language, particu-
larly the knowledge of English amongst Thai 
students and academic staff. Whilst there 
seems to be a high proportion of university 
academic staff with PhD's, most of whom 
studied abroad in Australia, Britain or the 

USA and therefore had a good knowledge 
and fluency of English, many do not. Mini-
mum requirement for a teaching academic is 
usually a Masters degree, and again some of 
those teachers had studied abroad.  How-
ever, there is still a significant number of 
academic staff who do not speak or under-

stand English. Also, even though most Thai 

students learn English in lower school 
through to university, their fluency is mini-
mal. They may have studied syntax and 
grammar for 12 years, an hour a week, but 

their opportunities and experience in face-
to-face conversation is very limited, espe-
cially with native-English speakers. There is 
a cultural inhibition that prevents most stu-
dents from engaging in conversation in Eng-
lish, for fear of being thought foolish – an 
unnecessary fear certainly, but very real. 

No Thai Language Textbooks on 'Agile' 

A significant problem brought about by this 
lack of knowledge and fluency in English is 
that most students have no ability to avail 
themselves of the published literature about 
agile development. 

To the best of my knowledge, there is noth-
ing published in the Thai language on the 
subject of agile software development, agile 
project management, or lean software de-
velopment. Virtually all books, conference 
proceedings, journals, blogs etc., are pub-
lished in English, and none in Thai. 

Cost of Textbooks on 'Agile' 

A further significant problem is the cost of 
books on agile development. In an education 
system where the monthly salary of a quali-
fied and experienced university academic is 
anything from 15000Baht to 30000Baht 
(USD$420 – USD$850 in round figures), the 

cost of a book of about USD$40, or 1300 – 
1400Baht is frankly exorbitant for them. 
Books of this price are beyond the financial 
means of most students. (This of course 
does explain the often rampant copying of 
books, easily achieved at a cost of about 

100Baht or so). 

Whilst there are many technical books writ-
ten in Thai on diverse IT subjects, such as 
Java programming, database, PHP, web de-
velopment etc., it is a frequent practice for 
university academics to write their own 
course notes and 'text books' in Thai, spe-

cifically for the subjects that they are teach-
ing. This results in a highly fragmented sec-
tor, with individual books at individual uni-
versities, and often little universal similarity 
in curriculum taught.  Further, it was stated 
to me by a Professor of Computer Engineer-
ing that many of the books written by Thai 

authors, especially on more specialized sub-
jects, contain an unfortunate amount of 
wrong material and facts. This view is not 
verified at this time, and the professional 
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opinion of this Professor is accepted, for the 
purpose of the discussion. 

4. A RESEARCH PROJECT – SPREAD-

ING THE WORD ON AGILE 

These interviews are a part of research be-
ing undertaken on the subject of agile soft-
ware development and agile project man-
agement. The purpose of this research is to 
ascertain the real level of interest in agile 
development methods in universities and or-
ganisations in Asia and Australia, and to 

provide training, curriculum and research 
material in a number of languages, by way 
of a website and portal. 

This will be achieved by four main research 
and development activities: 

1. Research into higher education institu-

tions’ inclusion in curriculum of these 
methods, in Thailand, China and Austra-
lia. 

2. Research into industry adoption and use 
of these methods, in Thailand, China and 
Australia. 

3. Research into cultural factors influencing 

the adoption of agile and lean methods 
into practice or curriculum in Thailand, 
China and Australia, at the personal 
level, the corporate level, and the socie-
tal level. 

4. Development of a multi-lingual website 
that will include research materials, ref-

erence materials and general informa-
tion about these methods, together with 
teaching and learning materials to sup-
port ‘agile’ curriculum, in English, Thai 
and Chinese. 

The recent visit to Thailand was the first 

move in this research project. This was ac-
complished by visiting 12 different universi-
ties, presenting seminars and classes to un-
dergraduate and post-graduate students, 
and staff. An online questionnaire has also 
been created, in Thai, for both staff and stu-
dents, which it is hoped will be accessed and 

completed by other universities. 

The expectation was to ascertain the level of 
knowledge about agile software develop-
ment and agile project management 
amongst academic staff involved in the 
teaching of systems analysis, system devel-
opment, and software project management, 

and to ascertain whether or not agile soft-

ware development and agile project man-
agement was taught in any courses. 

Universities visited included 

� Mahasarakham University (eastern Thai-

land) 

� Kohn Kaen University (eastern Thailand) 

� Chiang Mai University (northern Thai-
land) 

� Maejo University (Chiang Mai) 

� Payap University (Chiang Mai) 

� Rachipat University (Uttaradit) 

� Naresuan University (Phitsanulok) 

� Rajamaal University of Technology 
Lanna Phitsanulok Campus 

� Chilulongkorn University, Bangkok 

� King Morghut’s University of Technology 
Thonburi (North Bangkok) 

� Kasetsart University (Bangkok) 

Other discussions were held with academic 
staff from Srinakharinwirot University, 
Bangkok and Silpakorn University (Nakorn 
Pathom). 

A presentation was attended that was made 
by the development manager of a prominent 

software development organisation, who has 
assembled a number of teams now consid-
ered to be adept at agile software develop-
ment methods and project management, 
held at Software Park, Bangkok, sponsored 
by the Software Process Improvement Cen-
tre. 

From these contacts, visits, discussions and 
interviews, there is now a reasonably good 
understanding of the ‘state of play’ in regard 
to agile software development methods and 
agile project management methods in Thai-
land; university curriculum and company 

adoption. 

In summary, there is very little knowledge 
and understanding about agile software de-
velopment methods and agile project man-
agement methods in Thailand. 

5. INTERVIEWS WITH ACADEMIC 

STAFF 

The First Interview 

In the first interview, with a Professor of 
Computer Engineering at a major university, 
first impressions came from the fact that he 
has Tom Gilb's book (Gilb, 1988) and Scott 
Ambler's book (Ambler, 2003a), on his table, 
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and Kent Beck's book (Beck, 2004), 
amongst others, in his bookshelf.  

This Professor in the School of Computer 
Engineering has been in academia for 10 

years, but also has an active consulting 
practice to industry, especially in the area of 
software process improvement. 

We discussed the acceptance of agile meth-
ods in Thailand, and he indicated that there 
are some software development companies 
using agile methods, but are following the 

practice without fully appreciating, under-
standing or implementing the underlying 
philosophies and implications of agile. (Ex-
treme Programming (XP) is in use in some 
companies, but perhaps only about 50% of 
the precepts of XP are utilized. 

Scrum is preferred where agile is imple-
mented, and this is implemented at some 
large companies, such as Reuters, where 
CMMI Level 5 is instituted. 

His comment was that he considered that 
Scrum shortens times for meetings, and ac-
celerates the process. 

In his teaching he has embedded some ele-
ments of agile development, without espe-
cially attempting to teach students the spe-
cific principles and theories underlying agile. 
He introduces Test Driven Development from 
the start of the programming course, and 
Test First principles, which he considers to 

be very successful. JUnit is used, his prefer-
ence is CxxTest, and recently FIT, which will 
be used to a greater extent in the future. 

He has found that organizations which em-
ploy his graduates are delighted that the 
graduates are so knowledgeable of the prac-

tices of Test Driven Development and Test 
First. 

In his first year programming unit, he insists 
that his students develop CxxTest scripts, 
and student assignments are considered in-
complete and inadequate if these scripts are 
not included, and cannot be successfully 

translated. 

In his database unit, new requirements are 
'sprung' on the students during the semes-
ter, to inculcate the notion that require-
ments change, that the software must be 
adaptable. The students are told 'Software 
evolves, requirements change’. Iterative 

planning is an embedded, practical concept 
with students being required to record their 
project activities and plans weekly, and to 
demonstrate their acceptance and under-

standing of the idea that 'Change is useful' … 
it indicates learning on the part of the client, 
as well as being a potential money maker for 
the developer. Clients will be quoted on a 

change by change basis on the impact and 
cost of a requested change. 

However, he made it clear that he personally 
embraces agile methods but within a well 
structured project approach. We discussed 
the problem of clients wanting up front esti-
mates, and quotes, and he overcomes this 

problem wherever he can by having an initial 
requirements determination phase to gather 
enough information to be able to give a rea-
sonably accurate estimate and quote. 

This professor was questioned about the at-
titude, knowledge and practices of the other 

academics in his department, and he indi-
cated that he is 'the odd man out' in his 
thinking, although agile methods are ac-
cepted as appropriate to teach by the other 
academics. They do not, however, teach 
them. He is also the senior academic, so is 
able to include this in his own teaching with-

out obstruction or adverse comment. The 
other academics are able to follow him, 
where they accept that agile methods are 
better and therefore appropriate to teach, 
but he does not spend time trying to sell the 
idea. 

He said that there are very few books on in-

formation systems written in Thai (and none 
on agile development). Most lecturers pre-
pare their own workbooks and reference ma-
terial and notes. He indicated that where 
there are Thai language books, they are of-
ten wrong in the material being presented, 

because the authors do not have a good 
knowledge of the subject area. 

He agrees that it is a problem that many 
staff are 'recycled' students, without indus-
try experience and deep knowledge. He re-
fuses to employ academic staff without at 
least 2 years' industry experience, for this 

reason. 

This Professor was studying and working in 
the US for an extensive period of some 
years. He acknowledges that there is a cul-
tural difference, and he has changed his per-
spectives because of that. In the US com-
munications and interaction between people 

is more direct and 'up-front', while in Thai-
land 'we don't like to speak out'. Managers 
might feel that their authority and status has 
been diminished. This results in only some 
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aspects of agile development being able to 
be introduced in the course, and into com-
panies, although some companies 'love it'.  
It was suggested that perhaps the situation 

was a culture of 'obedience' rather than 'in-
novativeness', but he said 'conformity' is a 
better word to use.  

A personal observation was that this does 
raise the matter of a 'cycle of conformity' 
within which it is very difficult to introduce 
agile methods into organizations. So where 

to start? It is my view that it must start at 
the university level and wait for the informed 
graduates to become the next generation of 
IS managers? But, there is still a barrier in 
Thai industry generally. 

Subsequent Interviews 

Subsequent discussions and interviews were 
conducted with twenty three other academ-
ics, at 12 universities. Unfortunately, the 
first interview where the interviewee was 
clearly knowledgeable about agile methods, 
was never repeated. 

From the interview notes taken at the time, 

here is a brief description of the various in-
terviews that were conducted. 

Second Interview 

This was conducted with a PhD graduate 
from Newcastle-on-Tyne University in Eng-
land. This academic's expertise was in In-
dustrial Engineering, who conducts software 

project management classes for Computer 
Science students. He is also involved in cur-
riculum development for a Masters course, 
to be conducted in English, in manufacturing 
systems engineering and automation, which 
he admitted was 'not famous because Thai 

students want Thai language courses'. He 
includes scheduling practices such as PERT 
and CPM in his software project manage-
ment course, with concepts such as Just-in-
Time scheduling being a very small part of 
what he teaches. During discussion, he ad-
mitted that he realised that software pro-

jects were characteristically different to 
manufacturing scheduling, which were easy 
to estimate, unlike software projects. He 
also realises that production project planning 
is not appropriate for software projects, 
where his major expertise and interest was 
in production scheduling for warehouse in-

ventory, primarily. He also reinforced the 
opinion that had been expressed previously 
that most curriculum publications are pre-
pared by individual lecturers, and there are 

few if any publications on agile development 
in the Thai language. 

Needless to say, it was clear that agile pro-
ject management methods and approaches 

were not included in the software project 
management courses that he conducted. 

Interview #3 

This was conducted with a senior teaching  
academic who holds a PhD from Leeds Uni-
versity in England, whose primary teaching 
interest is in networking and network secu-

rity. His personal non-academic experience 
included working with companies as a con-
sultant on logistics and warehousing sys-
tems. He personally had little knowledge of 
agile development methods, but admitted 
that, from what he knew and understood, 

agile development methods were superior to 
the traditional plan-oriented approaches. His 
approach to systems projects is 'not 100% 
SDLC, but not agile either'. He agreed that it 
was just not possible for clients to state all 
their requirements up front, but usually un-
dertakes an analysis phase to gain an over-

view of requirements before quoting. He is 
also fully aware of the fact that client's 'keep 
changing their mind during the development 
phases'. His approach includes development 
by phases, where each phase is about 
100,000Baht worth of development. This 
equates to about four man-months of devel-

opment, given that a competent and experi-
enced programmer in Thailand can earn 
about 25,000Baht per month. 

Again, it was obvious that agile systems de-
velopment and agile project management 
methods are not included in the curriculum 

in any courses at this university. 

Three More Interviews – Same Univer-

sity 

The next teaching academic interviewed was 
currently responsible for the development of 
a new degree; a Bachelor of Science (Com-
puter Software Development). This is in a 

relatively new department called the De-
partment of New Media, which is in the Fac-
ulty of Informatics. This faculty encom-
passes many aspects of information process-
ing, including Information Sciences, Infor-
mation Retrieval and Analysis, as well as the 
more traditional Computer Science, Informa-

tion Technology and Information Systems. 
This arrangement is impressive, given the 
clear acknowledgement of the now tightly 
knit relationship amongst and between these 
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disciplines. The creation of the Department 
of New Media, which includes courses in 2D 
and 3D Graphics processing, and Games De-
velopment, clearly indicated the contempo-

rary and forward-looking culture of the Fac-
ulty. But with the obvious exception of the 
inclusion of agile methods in any curriculum! 

Even in the development of a new degree 
course in Computer Software Development, 
currently underway, agile development 
methods are not included. Various subjects 

to be included were Object-Oriented Pro-
gramming, Software Requirements and 
Specification, Systems Analysis using UML, 
and Database design and Management; pre-
sumably all based on traditional structured 
approaches. 

A further interview was conducted with a 
young, newly graduated academic, who had 
been educated at a Thai university. He had 
no knowledge whatever of the term 'agile 
development', nor any of the 'component 
methods', such as iterative development, in-
cremental development or even software 

prototyping. 

Similarly a third member of that faculty, 
whose level of English was very sparse. This 
academic did know about agile development 
because he had attended lectures conducted 
in 2006, when one author was a teacher at a 
prominent Thai university, and included 

seminars and classes in agile development 
for Masters students, of which he was one. 
Unfortunately his interest in incorporating 
agile methods was very limited, and he cer-
tainly did not teach anything about this cur-
rently. 

 

Interviews at a 'Top 5' University 

Four interviews were conducted at this uni-
versity, and found some very interesting, 
and  quite contradictory facts were revealed. 

One Assistant Professor, who teaches Soft-
ware Engineering and Principles of Pro-

gramming Languages in C#, to Masters stu-
dents, includes concepts of Extreme Pro-
gramming in these courses. He also includes 
this in the undergraduate course in Object-
Oriented programming. The two major as-
pects of XP that he teaches are iterative de-
velopment and timeboxing. There is some 

enthusiasm about agile methods in his Mas-
ters classes. Other concepts of Test-Driven 
Development, and the use of test harnesses 
such as a small amount of JUnit are in-

cluded, but Continuous Integration concepts 
are not. He agrees with the principles and 
practices of agile, whilst at the same time 
not including most of those in his courses. 

He uses Larman's book (Larman, 2004, Ap-
plying UML and Patterns) as his text. 

Interviews with two other teaching academ-
ics in Computer Science were quite short, 
because they immediately indicated that 
they knew nothing about agile development, 
did not know the term, and did not include 

any aspects of agile in their teaching. In dis-
cussion rather contradictory understandings 
by them were revealed, such as 'it is impos-
sible to find out all of the requirements up 
front', and 'clients always change their 
minds and ask for changes and new things 

during the development activity'. However, 
this view apparently did not deter them from 
teaching the 'waterfall' method, where all 
requirements are ostensibly gathered up 
front, in the initial phase, and change is to 
be deterred and controlled as much as pos-
sible in the interest of keeping to 'the plan'.  

This contradiction was found in most of the 
interviews that were conducted. 

A Rare Find – An Application Generator 

The final interview that was conducted at 
this university revealed that this teacher had 
developed, over a number of years, a quite 
excellent application generator, for the crea-

tion of web sites, in PHP, with MySQL as the 
associated DBMS. An enormous amount of 
coding and development work had gone into 
this product, and it has been used internally 
in the university to develop some browser-
based systems for other faculties.  It was an 

impressive effort. This author having used 
application generators since 1987, considers 
himself to have significant experience and 
understanding of this type of software, and 
this product was indeed considered to be 
quite impressive. However, the developer 
had made no attempt to commercialise the 

software, nor was it used in any of his 
teaching. 

The question was asked 'Did you specify this 
product in full at the beginning, and then 
develop it exactly according to that specifi-
cation?'. The answer was 'No'. He explained 
to me how the idea had grown and devel-

oped (perhaps evolved, emerged) over time, 
and he had adapted and modified it as new 
ideas came to him, and he had learned from 
using it. He looked somewhat perplexed 
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when he was asked why, then, did he still 
continue to teach students that this was not 
the 'proper' way to develop systems? Why 
did he not incorporate his hard-earned per-

sonal knowledge in his teaching, and teach 
his students reality, instead of a 30 year-old 
and apparently clearly flawed methodology? 

Summary of Further Interviews 

In the interests of brevity, and given the 
sameness of the information gathered at 
most of the further interviews that I under-

took, a few comments of the noted com-
ments during those various interviews are 
listed, without further discussion. 

� I have some knowledge of agile devel-
opment, but I do not include it in my 
teaching at all. 

� SDLC and DFD's are taught in all of our 
subjects, but not anything about agile. 

� There are no text books in Thai on agile 

� There is a big problem teaching 'agile' 
because there are no teachers with ex-
perience or knowledge of agile. 

� We have a software testing subject, but 

we do not include Test-Driven develop-
ment, Continuous Testing, Continuous 
Integration and other topics in that 

� I have heard about (agile) but know 
nothing about what it is. 

� I have never heard of it. 

� I learned about it in Australia when I 

was dong my Masters, but I only have a 
vague memory of it now. 

� I did study agile development when I 
was doing a software engineering Mas-
ters at (a Bangkok university). 

� The professor at that university (in 

Bangkok) focused on agile project man-
agement. 

� We do not include any of that in our cur-
riculum. 

� (three interviews) … on a scale of 0-5, 0 
is our level of knowledge of agile. 

� We include some concepts of iterative 

development, but nothing about agile 
development. 

� We would be interested in including it in 
our future curriculum, but we need much 
more knowledge about it first. 

� I cannot see the process of agile devel-
opment. When I read about it, it talks 

about adaptive development, but I can-
not see the 'real' agile method. 

Overall Impressions 

Only one of the academics who was inter-

viewed was competent or especially knowl-
edgeable about agile development. A few 
admitted that they had 'learned something 
about agile' in their Masters studies, in Aus-
tralia, and some in the US, but mostly, the 
Thai-educated academics had not heard of 
the term. It is apparent that agile software 

development methods and agile project 
management methods are just not part of 
university curriculum in Thailand. Given that 
I interviewed staff at 5 universities that are 
considered to be either 'prominent' or are in 
what are reputed to be the 'Top 5' universi-

ties in Thailand, this came as somewhat of a 
disappointment.  

What it did highlight was the problem of the 
current generation of teaching academics 
being the previous generation of students, 
often at the same university at which they 
were now teaching, and in the same Faculty.  

It was obvious that many of these new, and 
often reasonably inexperienced teaching 
academics, were teaching what they had 
been taught, and not teaching what had 
been missing from their undergraduate and 
post-graduate courses (University academics 
in Thailand always have at least a Masters 

degree, and a high proportion have PhD's, 
many earned from universities in Australia, 
the USA and Britain). Comments by inter-
viewees implied that you cannot teach what 
you have never been taught, or studied, and 
how can we teach it if we know nothing 

about it and there is nothing written in Thai 
on the subject. 

There are a number of important points that 
I perceived in many of these interviews; 
common points expressed or implied by 
most of the academics interviewed. 

Breaking the 'Ignorance' Cycle 

The question of why Thai academics were 
not aware of agile methods was discussed. 
Of primary significance in this is the lack of 
availability of published material in the Thai 
language. To my best knowledge, probably 
90%-95% of research publications, journals, 
books, conference proceedings etc. are writ-

ten in English, and none is written in Thai. (I 
believe that there may be 2 or 3 books 
translated into Chinese … but that is another 
research journey). 
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Obviously, for those teaching academics who 
did not learn anything about agile methods 
in their courses, it is therefore very difficult 
for them to find information on agile devel-

opment, especially if their level of English is 
poor. (Some of the teaching academics, es-
pecially those who studied at Thai universi-
ties, spoke little to no English, and the inter-
views were conducted through an inter-
preter). Therefore the cycle of exclusion of 
agile development from university curricu-

lum continues. 

"Oh, You Mean Iterative Development 

(or 'The Spiral Model')" 

While most of the interviewees did not know 
the term 'agile development', after I ex-
plained some of the characteristics of it to 

them, some of them responded in this man-
ner "Oh, you mean Iterative Development. 
Yes, I teach students that". However, this 
was rare, and only seemed to be said when 
that person was using a textbook that had 
some information about that in it. Two aca-
demics specifically referred to Boehm's Spi-

ral Model. 

One academic uses Larman's book (Larman, 
2004) in his classes, and does include some 
discussion of agile development, supported 
by the content of that book. 

"But I can't see the process in Agile" 

One person interviewed made this comment, 

but it was also implied in what some others 
said, too. There seems to be a perception, 
once some of the basics of agile develop-
ment are explained, that it is too simple to 
be taken seriously. A high level of ceremony 
is equated with being a serious development 

approach.  

Whenever, during a seminar or when I was 
presenting a class, when the table of Agile 
Values is displayed, there is always the ar-
gument that "Oh, you can't ignore documen-
tation … you need documentation" or "But 
what if the customer can't be continually in-

volved". Adherence to the project plan was 
also seen as a major factor in the develop-
ment project being 'properly' managed.  

Another obstacle to understanding about ag-
ile development was always the question of 
estimating, and up-front quoting of project 
costs. It was always interesting to see that 

the estimating errors of 200%, 300%, up to 
700% in some of the famous development 
disasters, presumably undertaken using a 
traditional, plan-driven approach, with de-

velopment taking place over the course of 
many years, were never questioned.  The 
problems of estimating were often seen as 
being of significance when considering the 

efficacy of agile approaches, but were not 
seen as a serious undermining of the tradi-
tional approaches. 

Some examples of these ‘famous develop-
ment disasters’ include the relatively recent 
Australian Customs Service. In 2005, the 
Australian Customs Cargo IS was launched: 

The original cost estimate was $33 million in 
2000, but the cost by 2005 was $250 mil-
lion, system delivered 3 years late (sup-
posed to be 2002). It failed substantially and 
caused major problems and costs for Austra-
lian importers and exporters (The Australian, 

2005). 

In 2002 the Canadian government discov-
ered that its national gun registry project 
went 500 times over budget: Originally es-
timated at $2 million, the agency spent $1 
billion before it got caught (Ambler, 2003b). 

Other infamous project development failures 

include (but are by no means all): 

• 1980’s: Bank of America (USD$70 million 
+ substantial lost business) 

• 1992 '...Westpac's (Banking Corporation) 
highly ambitious CS90 project was de-
scribed as 'under review' after five years of 
development and an investment believed 

to be $200-$300 million....CS90 is no 
longer a project‘ (Source Plunkett, S., 
Banks Pay for the Wasteful Years, Business 
Review Weekly, Feb.21, 1992 

• 1993: London Stock Exchange share set-
tlement system (terminated after the ex-

penditure of ₤75 million, and an additional 
₤400 million in collateral expenditure in the 
broking industry) 

• 2002 : State of Florida Child Welfare Sys-
tem: original cost estimate in 1990, $32 
million, delivery by 1998. Cost by 2002 
$170 million, system predicted to be deliv-

ered by 2005 at a cost of $230 million. 
(Source: Poppendieck & Poppendiek, Lean 
Software Development: An Agile Toolkit, 
Addison-Wesley, 2003) 

This interesting phenomenon has been seen 
in many places. Agile development was 
questioned as to its viability, usefulness and 

appropriateness in a variety of ways, but 
mostly the same questions were as appro-
priate to be asked of the traditional ap-
proaches. Also, questions have been asked 
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which, frankly, were just entirely irrelevant, 
and seemed to be asked in almost a desper-
ate attempt to 'poke holes' in the agile ap-
proaches. For example, 'But what if pro-

grammers refuse to follow the standards?', 
and 'But what if the client, late in the pro-
ject, wants to change from, say a Windows 
platform to a Linux platform'. The reader is 
left to formulate an answer to these two 
questions, and which are sure to be very 
similar that those answers made at the time. 

Just please remember that public seminars 
were being presented at the time, and tact-
ful responses were demanded. 

Why Don't Thai Universities Teach Ag-

ile? 

In all of the interviews conducted, once it 

had been established that agile development 
was not included in the curriculum at that 
university, the direct question was asked; 
Why not? Why is agile not included in your 
curriculum? 

The one expected answer was Because or-
ganisations don't use it, so why should we 

teach it? It would then have been a matter 
of the perceived relevance of the curriculum. 
However, this answer was never given, pre-
sumably because that answer was fore-
stalled by the usual answer of 'We don't 
know anything about agile development'.  

It also seemed that where one teacher was 

including some element of agile in their 
teaching, this was not in any way shared by 
other teachers in the same department. It 
was always a very individual effort. This was 
also exacerbated by the situation where 
many teachers wrote their own course book, 

and this was not shared with others, nor was 
it used in other universities, as a published 
textbook may have been.  

6. MOTIVATION FOR THE RESEARCH, 

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL 

I have studied, and practiced, aspects of ag-
ile software development, and agile project 

management, for about 25 years. My prior 
qualifications and experience before entering 
the IS industry were in corporate manage-
ment, corporate law, and accounting. It 
seems that this has enabled me to view the 
software development process much more 
from a business perspective, as distinct from 

the apparent view of the technically trained 
practitioners, graduates from Computer Sci-
ence or Software Engineering courses. Soft-
ware development has been viewed as a 

human activity, not as a technical activity. 
Significant efforts have been made for more 
than 20 years, to have software prototyping, 
iterative and incremental development 

methods incorporated into university cur-
riculum. This endeavour has substantially 
failed. 

It seems that this is a major failing of terti-
ary education institutions which present de-
gree and post-graduate courses in computer 
science, information systems, information 

technology, business systems development; 
call it what you will. 

To date, there are nearly 90 user groups 
listed on the Agile Alliance web site 
(www.agilealliance.org/show/1641). There 
are at least 11 books written that I have 

grouped under the heading of Agile Software 
Development, General; 5 books on Lean 
Software Development; 7 on Agile Project 
Management; 17 on Agile Software Engi-
neering; 22 on Extreme Programming.  
There are 5 books on associated manage-
ment disciplines, such as The Toyota Way 

(Liker, 1997). There are many other books 
that discuss matters such as Lean Product 
Development, Lean Six Sigma, and so forth. 
There are three major international confer-
ences on agile development, and other in-
ternational conferences on lean manufactur-
ing and associated subjects, which are con-

sidered relevant to our study of agile devel-
opment and agile project management. A 
search of the Internet with the key phrase 
'agile software development' reveals 
3,340,000 'hits'; 'lean software develop-
ment' returns 2,200,00 'hits; 'agile project 

management' 2,150,000 'hits'. 

There are many hundreds, if not thousands, 
of articles that have been published since 
the mid-1970's on iterative development, 
incremental development, rapid application 
development, evolutionary development, 
software prototyping. IBM now publishes a 

regular e-magazine (The Rational Edge) 
which is comprised substantially of articles 
on agile development and project manage-
ment. There are numerous other subscrip-
tion publications, from Dr. Dobbs, from 
Methods and Tools, and others. 

The question must be asked How can uni-

versities and colleges NOT include this sub-
ject matter in their courses? How can uni-
versities and colleges ignore such a long-
standing and well published area of software 
development practice? How can they justify 
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almost totally ignoring what must be seen as 
a valid, and rapidly expanding, body of 
knowledge and practice that has actually 
been in play for 30 years? 

The term 'agile' has now been in existence 
since 2001; more than 6 years. Why have 
university academics not heard of this term? 

Economic Justification 

Research has shown that, over the past 30 
years, literally billions of dollars have been 
wasted on failed system development pro-

jects. This was money thrown away on pro-
jects that failed to be delivered, or when de-
livered, failed to be useful. It does not in-
clude the collateral damage of business 
losses, and loss of business, caused by soft-
ware system failure. 

If the practice of software system develop-
ment can be improved to the extent even of 
a reduction of 30% of those losses (a totally 
arbitrary figure for my purpose), then the 
cost savings, and savings on wasted devel-
opment expenditure, will be enormous. We 
are not talking a trivial amount of millions 

here. 

The Outsourcing Industry – from both 

sides 

During his attendance at the Agile Develop-
ment Conference in 2005, in Denver, Colo-
rado, one author became aware of a move-
ment that is recalled as 'Bring it Back Home' 

or similar. This was a movement in the US to 
bring back outsourced work to the local IT 
industry. One train of thought in this was 
that founding the decision to outsource on a 
costing model based on agile development, 
rather than on the traditional phased, plan-

driven approach, would alter the economics 
considerably, in favour of retaining the work 
in the US. 

Another recent news item about the out-
sourcing industry in India was that that in-
dustry sector in India was now finding it dif-
ficult to recruit staff because of the burgeon-

ing demand for IT/IS staff that could no 
longer be met locally. Indian firms were, in 
their turn, seeking to outsource their devel-
opment work. The question arose Could 
Thailand   benefit from this situation? if they 
were properly prepared for it, and were able 
to be competitive. Thailand has an excellent 

education system, and a substantial pool of 
well-trained and skilled technical people; ex-
cept for this unfortunate and widespread 
lack of education about agile development 

methods. It seems to me that the adoption 
of such approaches may give budding Thai 
outsourcing consultancies a competitive 
edge. This thinking was reinforced by a 

seminar presented at Software Park in 
Bangkok, through the Software Process Im-
provement Centre. The presenter of that 
seminar was the development manager at a 
major development consultancy in Thailand, 
where he had currently developed seven 
project teams now skilled and experienced in 

agile methods. This had been done, it ap-
peared, to meet exactly the demand for out-
sourcing services that I had contemplated. 

5. CONTRIBUTING TO THE SOLUTION 

As indicated above, it is the intention of the 
authors to promote the inclusion of agile de-

velopment as a significant topic in university 
curriculum in Thailand. 

This will be achieved by communicating with 
interested academics in Thailand, and creat-
ing a community of interested academics in 
Thailand. 

A website and curriculum portal, in English, 

Thai, and also Chinese, dedicated to re-
search and publications on the subject of ag-
ile software development, and agile project 
management, will be developed. 

It is also intended to have some leading 
books on these subjects translated into the 
Thai language. 

It is early days yet, but these initiatives will 
support the spread of information to Thai 
academics, and support their efforts to in-
clude agile in their curriculum. 

This research and promotion activity will be 
extended to China, with a similar survey and 

similar fact-finding tour of prominent univer-
sities there. 

In addition, the second arm of my strategy 
is to contact software development organisa-
tions and promote agile development think-
ing and possibly joint research activities be-
tween such organisations and universities. 

Language and Cultural Issues 

Why are 35% of the Agile User Groups in the 
USA, and 35% in Europe? (Calculated from 
the list of 90 Agile User groups there are 
nearly 90 user groups published on the Agile 
Alliance web site (Agile Alliance, 2007). 
There are only 3 User Groups listed as being 

in Australia, none in Thailand, and 1 in China 
and 1 in Japan. This implies to me that out-
side of the USA, and Europe, there is very 
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little interest in agile development. Why is 
this? Is it because of the lack of information 
in English? If so, this does not explain the 
lack of interest in Australia, where, of 

course, English is the native language. 

Is it a cultural matter, where the organisa-
tional and personal culture in Thailand is 
against the adoption of agile? Two views on 
this were expressed during the interviews. 
One was that graduates going into organisa-
tions are perhaps too subject to the culture 

of conformity, so they do not attempt to in-
fluence their new work environment. A 
somewhat opposite view was that agile de-
velopment, with its culture of 'welcome 
change' suited the Thai temperament and 
culture, where negotiation and willingness to 

oblige are part of the culture. This of course 
is not necessarily the same in Australia, 
where there is, it is thought, a similar lack of 
adoption of agile methods in universities and 
organisations. 

It is intended to try to find out more about 
this in further research activity and study, in 

the future. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Whilst I did find there is a certain level of 
understanding and knowledge about agile 
development amongst Thai academics, and 
some inclusion of this in Thai university cur-
riculum, this can only be seen as very mea-

gre indeed. It is safe to say that, as a gen-
eral and widespread rule, there is little to no 
knowledge of agile software development 
methods, and agile project management 
methods, amongst Thai IS / IT or Computer 
Science teaching academics. Similarly, I can 

safely say that these topics are not included 
in curriculum in general. What is included 
certainly does not encompass a comprehen-
sive coverage of the subject area. 

I also perceived a nascent interest in the 
topics, once I had had the opportunity to 
present a class or seminar. At one univer-

sity, three Masters students were sufficiently 
interested in the topic that they chose a dis-
sertation topic based on some aspect of ag-
ile development. 

Finally, what is obvious is that the lack of 
reading and learning material in the Thai 
language is a major constraint. 

It is hoped that contributions to overcoming 
that problem can be made, by the authors. 
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